Palm Springs Hydro Usage Instructions
The Palm Springs Hydro hot tub will heat up to 40c and has eight hydro jets in the wall of the hot tub.
The control panel is a touch sensitive and is fully waterproof.
The Standby Button This button turns the hot tub on and off .

The Heat button is probably the most important button that is on the control panel. YOU MUST
ensure that this is illuminated at all times. When the hot tub is heating it will glow red and when it is at
the temperature you have selected it will glow green. If this is not illuminated the hot tub will lose
temperature.
The Hydro Jet Button operates the hydro jets ring around the wall of the hot tub. This will operate
for a maximum of 25 minutes it will the require a ten minute rest period.

The Temp Control Buttons operates the temperature control adjust the temperature selection
up and down the temperature will flash in the temperature guide window whilst you make your
selection Please bear in mind if you increase the temperature the hot tub will increase by approx
2 c and hour depending on conditions.
The lock / Unlock Button operates the locking and unlocking of the control panel. The control
panel will automatically lock after five minutes. To Unlock press and hold the button for a few
seconds until you hear a beep. And the same again to relock the control panel.

Temperature Guide / lock notification This panel shows the approx temperature of the
water in the hot tub please note this is a guide only. The lock symbol will be illuminated when
the control panel is locked.
Important things to remember:
1. The chemical float should always be in the water when there are no bathers in the hot
tub and removed from the water when bathers get in.
2. The oxidising sachet or liquid we give you should be used if the water becomes dirty
looking or smelly. The corner should be cut off and the contents sprinkled over the
surface of the water and the jets or bubbles turned on for 20 mins once this has been
done the hot tub CANNOT be used for 2.5 hours.
3. Please allow 8-12 hours for the hot tub to heat up under normal conditions it will take
longer in colder conditions.
In case of any issues with the hot tub please contact us on 0330 043 0503 option 2 If you fail to notify us
of any issues we will not be able to help get the hot tub working again for you.

